View the latest live, local current conditions, forecast, animated radar and more on your personal weather display. The HD Display offers a window into the world around you by providing data from your facility and quick access to important real-time weather information:

**KEY FEATURES**
- Current Conditions
- Five-Day Forecast
- Time-Lapse Camera Images
- Doppler Radar
- Local Weather Alerts

The bright 24” HD screen makes it easy to view weather data and alerts from a distance, so it’s perfect for an office, school, operations center or any environment where staying in-the-know is critical. In addition to being wall-mountable*, these displays come with a desktop stand, offering a variety of display scenarios to maximize visibility.

All displays arrive pre-configured so getting it up and running is a breeze. Simply connect to a local network** via the built-in Ethernet port or Wi-Fi. An Ethernet connection is recommended for a faster, more reliable connection.

* Wall bracket not included.
** Existing Internet connection required.